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SPIS TREŚCI
January

FEATURES
119 The Next Normal / A COLLABORATION WITH BRUCE MAU DESIGN
122 Your Practice Isn't Perfect
130 You Dream Of a Dictator
138 Your Smart Buildings Aren't That Smart
148 Your Clients Are Really Old
154 Your Architecture Is a Commodity
164 You Can Do Better

DESIGN
172 Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects / EDWARD KEEGAN
182 Bureau SLA / KORAN LONG
188 Safdie Architects / SARA HART
198 Peter Rose + Partners / JOSEPH GIOVANINNI
206 Eric Owen Moss Architects / LYDIA LEE

FRONT
16 DIALOGUE. What You're Getting
20 NEWS
216 CONTACT US
29 AIARCHITECT

BUSINESS
41 BEST PRACTICES. The Virtues of Social Media / ERNEST BECK
44 MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS. Norten Sues South Korean Mega-Firm / FRED A. BERNSTEIN
50 TYPOLOGY. Green Industrial / JENNIFER CATERINO
60 LEADERSHIP. A Difficult Character / AMANDA KOLSON HURLEY
64 LOCAL MARKET. Albany, N.Y.

TECHNOLOGY
67 PRODUCTS. Surfaces
70 IT. Tools for the Wired Designer / BRIAN LIBBY
74 CONTINUING EDUCATION. Let It Rain, Let It Rain, Let It Rain / AARON SEWARD
84 PRODUCTS. Editor’s Choice
90 MIND & MATTER. Self-Healing Concrete / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
93 BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
100 THEATER. Burdens to Carry / LINDSEY M. ROBERTS
104 CRIT. The Complexities of a Pioneer / EVE M. KAHN
110 STUDIO VISIT. Paolo Soleri / TIMOTHY HURSLEY
116 BEYOND BUILDINGS. The Rebirth of Monumentality / AARON BETSKY
FEATURES
88 The Progressive Architecture Awards / JOHN MORRIS DIXON, THOMAS FISHER, JOSEPH GIOVANNINI, SARA HART, MARK LAMSTER, VERNON MAYS

AWARDS
90 Diller Scofidio + Renfro
94 Julie Snow Architects

CITATIONS
98 Lord, Aeck & Sargent in collaboration with Office dA
102 Preston Scott Cohen
106 Stan Allen Architect
110 Field Architecture

FRONT
14 CONTRIBUTORS
16 DIALOGUE. What Is More?
22 NEWS
118 CONTACT US
27 AIARCHITECT

BUSINESS
37 BEST PRACTICES. Reuse, Repurpose, Revitalize / ERNEST BECK
40 TYPOLOGY. Market-Rate Multifamily / JENNIFER CATERINO
46 STRATEGY. Work Reworked / KRISTON CAPPS
50 POLICY. Ones to Watch / KRISTON CAPPS
54 LOCAL MARKET. Sioux Falls, S.D.

TECHNOLOGY
57 PRODUCTS. Walls & Ceilings
60 SOLAR. Thin Is (Almost) In / AARON SEWARD
64 CONTINUING EDUCATION. A Clockwork Shade / MIMI ZEIGER
70 PRODUCTS. Editor's Choice
72 MIND & MATTER. Cooking Up Architecture / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
75 BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
78 CRIT. Arena Stage's Second Act / ROGER K. LEWIS
82 STUDIO VISIT. Ball-Nogues Studio / AMANDA KOLSON HURLEY AND TIMOTHY HURSLEY
84 Q&A. The Communicator / NED CRAMER
86 BEYOND BUILDINGS. Heart vs. Head / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
120 1969 and 1975. Below-Ground Books / THOMAS FISHER
FEATURES
82 The Future Belongs to Woodbury / MARK LAMSTER

DESIGN
92 Diller Scofidio + Renfro / CATHY LANG HO
100 Leeser Architecture / SARA HART
108 Ross Barney Architects / VERNON MAYS

FRONT
16 DIALOGUE. Astroturf, Anyone? ... plus letters and contributors
22 NEWS
118 CONTACT US
25 AIARCHITECT

BUSINESS
35 BEST PRACTICES. Thing Big / ERNEST BECK
38 TYPOLOGY. Class A Office / JENNIFER CATERINO
44 EDUCATION. Green Card / KRISTON CAPPSS
48 LOCAL MARKET. Guam

TECHNOLOGY
51 PRODUCTS. Wood
54 INTERACTIVE LEARNING. Studio on Steroids / BRIAN LIBBY
58 CONTINUING EDUCATION. The Architect in the Machine / AARON SEWARD
64 PRODUCTS. Editor's Choice
66 MIND & MATTER. Strength in Mussels / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
69 BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
72 CRIT. Truly Surreal / THOMAS DE MONCHAUX
76 LETTER FROM NEW ORLEANS. A Desire Named Streetcar / WAYNE CURTIS
78 STUDIO VISIT. Antoine Predock Architect / KRISTON CAPPSS AND TIMOTHY HURSLEY
80 BEYOND BUILDINGS. Meet the New Boss / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
120 1985. Here Today Gone Tomorrow / THOMAS FISHER
FEATURES
74  We’re Number One! / KRISTON CAPPS, NED CRAMER, AND AMANDA KOLSON HURLEY

DESIGN
84  Gehry Partners / JOSEPH GIOVANNINI
94  Champalimaud Centre for the Unknown / VERNON MAYS
100 Ubuntu Centre / LISA FINDLEY

FRONT
12  DIALOGUE. Big-Box Paradox ... plus letters and contributors
18  NEWS
110 CONTACT US
21  AIARCHITECT

BUSINESS
31  BEST PRACTICES. Thing Big / ERNEST BECK
34  TYPOLOGY. Synagogues / ELIZABETH EVITTS DICKINSON
40  SPECIALIST. The Integrators / AMANDA KOLSON HURLEY
42  LOCAL MARKET. Cedar Rapids, Iowa

TECHNOLOGY
45  PRODUCTS. Editor's Choice
48  IT. Plugged in / BRIAN LIBBY
50  CONTINUING EDUCATION. Going Underground / AARON SEWARD
56  MIND & MATTER. Strong as Air / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
59  BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
62  CRIT. Blair’s Banality
66  LETTER FROM NEW ORLEANS. Saints March In / KRISTON CAPPS
70  STUDIO VISIT. Studio Gang Architects / KRISTON CAPPS AND TIMOTHY HURSLEY
72  BEYOND BUILDINGS. W Marks the Spot / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
112  1983. Historical Allusion as Public Policy / JOHN MORRIS DIXON
FEATURES
84 Milan / Mimi Zeiger

DESIGN
94 Lord Aeck & Sargent in collaboration with Office dA / VERNON MAYS
   Hinman Research Building, Rehabilitation and Adaptive Use Atlanta
104 RDH Architects and David Premi Architects / CAIA HAGEL
   Hamilton Farmers Market and Central Public Library Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
114 Mark Horton / Architecture / LISA FINDLEY
   House of Air San Francisco

FRONT
14 DIALOGUE. A New Morality... plus Letters and Contributions
20 NEWS... plus Numbers and On the Boards
126 CONTACT US
27 AIARCHITECT

BUSINESS
37 BEST PRACTICES. Head of the Class / ERNEST BECK
40 TYPOLOGY. Global Shopping Spree / ELIZABETH EVITTS DICKINSON
44 LOCAL MARKET. Scottsdale, Ariz.

TECHNOLOGY
47 PRODUCTS. Office Chairs
56 CONTINUING EDUCATION. When it Leaks it Pours / AARON SEWARD
62 MIND & MATTER. Disaster Design / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
65 BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
72 CRIT. Keep Austin Adaptive / THOMAS DE MONCHAUX
78 STUDIO VISIT. Hood Design / KRISTON CAPPS AND JASON FULFORD
82 BEYOND BUILDINGS. Modern Folk / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
128 1991. Absorbing Existing into New / JOHN MORRIS DIXON
FEATURES
84  Emerging Talent / MIMI ZEIGER

DESIGN
100  Rene Gonzalez Architect / JOHN GENDALL
106  Rafael Moneo with Moneo Brock Studio / SARA HART
116  Westlake Reed Leskosky / KATIE GERFEN

FRONT
12  DIALOGUE. Get to Work... plus Letters and Contributions
18  NEWS... plus Numbers and On the Boards
126  CONTACT US
25  AIARCHITECT

BUSINESS
33  BEST PRACTICES. Do It Yourself / ERNEST BECK
36  TYPOLOGY. Uneasy Rider / NATE BERG
42  LOCAL MARKET. Spokane, Wash.

TECHNOLOGY
45  PRODUCTS. Bollards
48  IT. BIM, Bang, Boom / BRIAN LIBBY
52  ACOUSTICS. Sounding Off / FRED A. BERNSTEIN
56  CONTINUING EDUCATION. Designing the Building-Landscape Interface / BILL MILLARD
64  PRODUCTS. Editor's Choice
68  MIND & MATTER. Jailbreaking Cells / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
71  BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
76  CRIT. Up, Up, and Away / MARK LAMSTER
80  STUDIO VISIT. Tod Williams Billie Tsien Architects / KRISTON CAPP AND JASON FULFORD
82  BEYOND BUILDINGS. High Times / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
FEATURES
90 The R+D Awards / KATIE GERFEN, WITH HALLIE BUSTA, KRISTI CAMERON, VERNON MAYS, SARA HART, AND MIMI ZEIGER

AWARDS
92 Hair, Spikes, Cattail, and Turkeyfoot
   Designer: Wei-Han Vivian Lee
97 Stormglass
   PLY Architecture
101 Solar Enclosure for Water Reuse
   Center for Architecture Science and Ecology
105 Performative Envelope Lab
   Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
108 The Blue Sky Frame
   Blue Sky Building Systems
112 Tree Trunk Towers: Cantilevered Floor/Super Core Structure
   Skidmore, Owings & Merrill

CITATIONS
116 Solar Sandwich
   Englert
117 LED Handrail System
   James Carpenter Design Associates
118 Sanicubic Classic
   Sani flo
119 Accoya Wood
   Accsys Technologies
120 PointSix Durastrand Flooring
   Ainsworth Engineered
121 Taktl
   Taktl

FRONT
10 DIALOGUE. Goose Bumps and Ballyhoo ... plus Letters and Contributors
14 NEWS... plus Numbers and On the Boards
126 CONTACT US
21 AIARCHITECT

BUSINESS
31 BEST PRACTICES. Grow Up / ERNEST BECK
34 TYPOLOGY. Recovery Rooms / JENNIFER CATERINO
40 LETTER FROM GHOST 13. Haunting in Halifax / LISA FINDLEY
44 FIRM CULTURE. Office Space / KRISTON CAPPS
46 LOCAL MARKET. Wichita, Kan.

TECHNOLOGY
49 PRODUCTS. Healthcare Flooring
52 REGULATIONS. Eco-Logical / BRIAN LIBBY
56 CONTINUING EDUCATION. Managing Up / FRED A. BERNSTEIN
64 PRODUCTS. Editor's Choice
68  MIND & MATTER. The Life of Trees / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
71  BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
76  CRIT. Revival Redux / THOMAS DE MONCHAUX
80  O&A. Study in Contrasts / ERIC WILLS
84  STUDIO VISIT. Lake|Flato Architects / KRISTON CAPPS AND JASON FULFORD
88  BEYOND BUILDINGS. On The Road / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
128  1969. Density is Destiny / THOMAS FISHER
FEATURES
ARCHITECTURE TO THE RESCUE
150 Altruism, Architecture & Disaster / CHRISTOPHER HAWTHORNE
154 Space, Time & Disaster
157 Can Architecture Save Humanity? / KRISTON CAPPS
164 Sites at Risk / ERIC WILLS, ALAN GREENBLATT
170 Rapid Response / WAYNE CURTIS
176 High Relief / ERIC WILLS
180 Play It Safe / NATE BERG

DESIGN
184 Stan Allen Architect Taichung InfoBox Taichung, Taiwan / MICHAEL MEYER
194 Saucier + Perrotte Architectes Boutique Michel Brisson Montreal / MIMI ZEIGER
200 KieranTimberlake Brockman Hall for Physics Houston / STEPHEN SHARPE
210 Steven Holl Architects with Solange Fabião Cité de l’Océan et du Surf Biarritz, France / KIERAN LONG
222 Spillman Farmer Architects ArtsQuest Center at SteelStacks Bethlehem, Pa. / IAN VOLNER

FRONT
22 DIALOGUE. Sea Change Confessional ... plus Letters and Contributors
28 NEWS... plus Numbers and On the Boards
231 CONTACT US

AIARCHITECT
37 VOICES. Deal Maker
38 NOW. Across the Institute
40 ADVOCACY. Start Your Engines
43 FEATURE. Losing Lost Highways
46 PERSPECTIVE. Beyond Wringing Endorsements

BUSINESS
49 BEST PRACTICES. Do Good / ERNEST BECK
54 TYPOLOGY. Community / JENNIFER CATERINO
66 O&A. Career Sampler / LINDSAY M. ROBERTS
72 STRATEGY. Retro Grades / FRED A. BERNSTEIN
78 LOCAL MARKET. Columbus, Ohio

TECHNOLOGY
81 PRODUCTS. Roofing
84 POST-OC. Dashboard Confessional / BRIAN LIBBY
88 DETAIL. Zahner Cloud Wall / CHARLES LINN
94 LIGHTING. Lights Out / ADAM MAZMANIAN
100 CONTINUING EDUCATION. Trash as Treasure / AARON SEWARD
112 PRODUCTS. Editor’s Choice
116 MIND & MATTER. Two (More) Towers / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
119 BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
128  CRIT. Design After 9/11 / BEN ADLER
136  PROFILE. David van der Leer / SHONQUIS MORENO
142  STUDIO VISIT. Architecture Research Office / KRISTON CAPPS AND JASON FULFORD
146  BEYOND BUILDINGS. Empire of Signs / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
FEATURES
86 Who Makes What
90 The 50-Year-Old Intern / ELIZABETH EVITTS DICKINSON WITH ERNEST BECK

DESIGN
98 Murphy/Jahn Architects Joe and Rika Mansueto Library Chicago / KATIE GERFEN
106 Studio 804 University of Kansas Center for Design Research Lawrence, Kansas / EDWARD KEEGAN
112 Henning Larsen Architects with Batteíð Architects and Olafur Eliasson Harpa-Reykjavik Concert Hall and Conference Centre Reykjavik, Iceland / CAIA HAGEL

FRONT
12 DIALOGUE. Equity & Income ... plus Letters and Contributors
20 NEWS... plus Numbers and On the Boards
126 CONTACT US

AIARCHITECT
27 VOICES. OnSite
29 NOW. Across the Institute
30 PRACTICE. Branching Out
32 FEATURE. The New Normal, part 2
34 PERSPECTIVE. Design Ethic

BUSINESS
37 BEST PRACTICES. Good Neighbor / ERNEST BECK
40 TYPOLOGY. Fitting in / KRISTON CAPPS
46 STRATEGY. Credit Report / NATE BERG
50 LOCAL MARKET. Salt Lake City, Utah

TECHNOLOGY
57 PRODUCTS. Metal Mesh
60 IT. Package Deals / BRIAN LIBBY
62 CONTINUING EDUCATION. Dissecting Diagrid / IAN VOLVER
68 PRODUCTS. Editor's Choice
70 MIND & MATTER. Winds of Change / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
73 BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
78 CRIT. Urbanised / ADAM MAZMANIAN
80 STUDIO VISIT. The Jerde Partnership, Los Angeles / KRISTON CAPPS AND JASON FULFORD
84 BEYOND BUILDINGS. Tetonic Order / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
128 1988. Lerner Meets Lutyens / THOMAS FISHER
November

FEATURES
70  Less is More? / BRAD GRIMES AND VERNON MAYS
72  The Decathlon is Over. Now What? / LAWRENCE BIE MILLER

DESIGN
84  Architectus and Ingenhoven Architects, 1 Bligh Street Sydney / CHARLES D. LINN
90  SmithGroup, Cranbrook Art Museum Renovation and Collections Addition Bloomfield Hills, Mich. / IAN VOLNER
98  Richärd+Bauer, South Mountain Community Library Phoenix / KATIE GERFEN

FRONT
12  DIALOGUE. Miracle on the Potomac ... plus Letters and Contributors
20  NEWS... plus Numbers and On the Boards
126  CONTACT US

AIARCHITECT
23  VOICES. Mover and Shaker
25  NOW. Across the Institute
26  PRACTICE. Learn and Green
28  FEATURE. Figure Ground Relationship
30  PERSPECTIVE. The Value of What We Do

BUSINESS
33  BEST PRACTICES. Death and Taxes / ERNEST BECK
36  TYPOLOGY. Combat Ready / KRISTON CAPP S
40  FINANCIAL CRASH. Fables on the Reconstruction / MATTHEW YG LESI A S
44  LOCAL MARKET. Nashville, Tenn.

TECHNOLOGY
47  PRODUCTS. Glass
50  CONTINUING EDUCATION. The Grass Ceiling / AARON SEWARD
56  MIND & MATTER. Bright Nights / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
59  BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
62  CRIT. Back to School / THOMAS DE MONCHAUX
66  STUDIO VISIT. Salmela Architect / KRISTON CAPP S AND JASON FULFORD
68  BEYOND BUILDINGS. Bunga Bungle / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
112  1960. Pragmatic Arcadia / JOHN MORRIS DIXON
FEATURES
84 The Annual Design Review / KATIE GERFEN WITH KRISTON CAPPS, SARA HART, JEFFREY LEE, CHARLES LINN, VERNON MAYS, AND LINDSAY M. ROBERTS

LIVE
87 Award: OS House, Racine, Wis.
88 Citation: Barrio Historico House, Tucson, Ariz.
90 Citation: C-Glass House, Marin, Calif.
91 Honorable Mention: R-House, Syracuse, N.Y.

PLAY
92 Award: Cité de l’Océan et du Surf, Biarritz, France

GROW
94 Award: Hinman Research Building Rehabilitation and Adaptive Reuse, Atlanta
97 Citation: University of Minnesota Duluth, Civil Engineering Building, Duluth, Minn.
98 Citation: Gary Comer College Prep, Chicago
100 Honorable Mention: L.B. Landry High School, New Orleans
101 Honorable Mention: NYC School Construction Authority: Mott Haven Campus, Bronx, N.Y.

BOND
102 Award: Chengdu Skycourts, Chengdu, China
104 Award: Herta and Paul Amir Building, Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Tel Aviv, Israel
106 Award: Ruth Lilly Visitors Pavilion, Indianapolis
108 Honorable Mention: The Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust, Los Angeles
109 Honorable Mention: Forest Pavilion, Guangfu, Hualien, Taiwan

MOVE
110 Award: Riverview Park Visitor Service Building I, Louisville, Ky.

WORK
112 Citation: Centra at Metropark, Iselin, N.J.
114 Citation: Community Foundation Santa Cruz County, Aptos, Calif.
116 Citation: Coffee Plaza, Hamburg
117 Honorable Mention: 1st Avenue Commercial Office, Tuscon, Ariz.

FRONT
12 DIALOGUE. Austerity Bites ... plus Letters and Contributors
16 NEWS... plus Numbers and On the Boards
126 CONTACT US

AIARCHITECT
23 VOICES. Cultural Production
25 NOW. Across the Institute
26 FEATURE. The New Normal, part 3
30 PERSPECTIVE. A Healthy Future
BUSINESS
33 BEST PRACTICES. Get-Togethers / ERNEST BECK
36 TYPOLOGY. Crisis Control / KRISTON CAPPS
42 EDUCATION. Orange Agent / ADAM MAZMANIAN
48 LOCAL MARKET. Honolulu, Hawaii

TECHNOLOGY
51 PRODUCTS. Brick
54 LIGHTING. Let There Be Light / BRIAN LIBBY
58 CONTINUING EDUCATION. Burn Notice / AARON SEWARD
62 PRODUCTS. Editor's Choice
64 MIND & MATTER. Bag the Bags / BLAINE BROWNELL

CULTURE
67 BOOK, OBJECT, EXHIBITS & INTERNET
72 CRIT. The Arcelor Mittal Orbit Tower / KIERAN LONG
76 STUDIO VISIT. Carlos Jiménes / KRISTON CAPPS AND JASON FULFORD
80 BEYOND BUILDINGS. Golden State of Mind / AARON BETSKY

PAST PROGRESSIVES
128 1979. A Bridge Too Far / THOMAS FISHER

Oprac. BPK
Many mergers and acquisitions require numerous people on both sides of the aisle to be on the same page. When that doesn’t happen, the amount of time it takes to complete the M&A process can be extended. This creates added costs to the process which may cause the risks of a merger or acquisition to be greater than the benefits that could be experienced by the deal. The pros and cons of mergers and acquisitions show that this business transaction should not be something that is just rushed into without thought. An empowered decision is required. By evaluating all of the key points, it becomes Text by ernest beck™ best practices photo by matt carr.

The Virtues of Social Media. CLODAGH, THE MONO-MONIKER New York design the streets of Dublin and gave tips on how a small firm entrepreneur, has been in business for more than 25 can best deploy the power of social media. Yet it took a while for her and her eponymous firm to embrace social media. Now, the 12-person operation, You don’t always need a full-time staffer, Clodagh which includes a product-design division and an interior suggests. Look for someone who is tech-savvy and Before she discovered design practice for high-end residential, commercial, has the skills and knows your business. Media playback is unsupported on your device. Media captionHow can chief executives ensure a deal is successful? When two people decide to get married, they vow to stick together - "for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer". Basically, as those vows acknowledge, marriage is tough and it takes two to make a partnership work. Alliance Unichem itself was a result of a merger, between the pharmaceutical wholesale group he’d inherited from his father and rival firm Unichem. “The other company which is bigger can leverage what we have done and so we create value. Having a wider platform we can see other opportunities, other services and so we start the cycle again.”